Targeting of polyamidoamine-DNA nanoparticles using the Staudinger ligation: attachment of an RGD motif either before or after complexation.
Two new methods for the modular synthesis of targeted gene delivery systems are reported. The PEGylated polyamidoamine DMEDA-PEG-DMEDA-(MBA-DMEDA)(n+1)-PEG-DMEDA 3 was sequentially modified to contain an integrin-binding peptide ligand via the Staudinger ligation. The conjugation of the ligand was achieved either before particle complexation (precomplexation) or after particle complexation (postcomplexation). Comparison of the two systems showed that postcomplexation strategy led to small and discrete toroidal nanoparticles whilst the precomplexation particles showed loose complexes. The targeted particles showed an increased uptake into cells compared to unmodified complexes however no significant increase in transfection was seen.